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Providing and Understanding
Effective Recognition
Why recognize volunteers?

Lack of recognition

Recognizing the contributions of your volunteers
is one of the most important things you can do to
increase retention in your volunteer program. By
regularly recognizing volunteer contributions in a
meaningful way, you’re showing your volunteers
that they’re valued, that the time and effort they
contribute to your organization is appreciated,
and that they’re considered integral members of
your team.

Volunteers who feel underappreciated or
unnoticed are more likely to move on from
your organization. If the staff members who
supervise volunteers don’t seem to value their
work, it suggests that their contribution to your
organization isn’t meaningful. This can lead to
a lack of commitment and low motivation, and
eventually to the loss of good volunteers.

What kind of recognition do volunteers want?
In Volunteer Canada’s 2013 Volunteer Recognition Study, recognition practices of organizations do
not currently align with the recognition preferences of volunteers.

What Volunteers Want

What Organizations Do

80%

56%

want to be told the impact of their work

tell volunteers the impact of their work

68%

96%

want to be thanked in person

thank volunteers in person

15%

64%

want formal gatherings (banquets, galas)

hold formal appreciation events

Recognition should be meaningful to the volunteer, honest and
sincere and delivered in a timely way.
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Practice Scenario:
Program Evaluation
Consider this
In this example organization, volunteers work
in two programs and are directly supervised by
their program coordinators. The first program
prepares and serves free lunches to community
members three times per week. Volunteers in
the lunch program tend to be very dedicated,
rarely missing shifts and going the extra mile
by developing a rapport with the community
members they serve. The second program helps
people develop job-search skills, such as resume
writing and interview skills.
The program coordinator for the job-search
program is concerned that volunteer involvement
is not contributing much to the program,
because volunteers rarely make a long-term
commitment. She would like information about
how to improve the jobsearch program.

Evaluation in this organization usually looks
at direct outputs, like total volunteer hours for
each program and the number of clients served.
Now, the Board of Directors is asking for a more
extensive evaluation to assess the impact of
volunteer involvement in the organization.

1. Who are the stakeholders?

2. What is the purpose of the evaluation?

3. What information should be collected?

4. How should the infromation be collected?
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Understanding &
Acknowledging
Impact
Measuring impact
Measuring impact, in the voluntary sector,
means looking at the work done by organizations
and their volunteers to make changes in a
community and strive toward their mission. For
example, if your volunteer program was looking
to improve or develop a specific skill in a client,
you may only look for whether or not that skill
has been improved or developed, without any
extra information. Impact goes beyond just the
work that is done or the targets it reaches and
explores how it affects your community, your
organization, and your volunteers as a whole.
When you look at its impact, you can get a better
sense of how effective your volunteer program is
at meeting goals, making changes and striving
toward your mission. Being able to acknowledge
and communicate your program’s impact to your
organization, your community, your clients and
your volunteers is an important part of keeping
volunteers motivated and engaged and making
sure your program is valued and understood.

Take a look at how your
organization, clients and
volunteers can recognize and
acknowledge the impact of the
volunteer program:

Organization
»» Impact can show you the ways you’re
reaching your mission
»» Tell you how successful your work is
»» See what you’re doing and what more there
is to do (and how to do it better)
»» See how much capacity is added to your
programs through volunteer work
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Clients
»» Most obvious and direct impact
»» Improving lives through benefit of your
program
»» Vocalize their success, growth and the
impact program has had on their lives
»» Stories, testimonials acknowledge impact
you’ve made

Volunteers
»» Meeting motivations (caring about the
community, developing skills, etc.)
»» Feel satisfied & continually motivated by
seeing success and making an impact
»» Acknowledge how they’re making change
and growing your organization
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Social Accounting
You can determine the “return on investment” of your volunteer program through social accounting
a tool that allows you to apply a dollar amount (or “salary saved”) to volunteer work. This is done
by correlating volunteer hours worked and how much you would pay an equivalent employee –
and therefore how much money you save/this volunteer “donates” by volunteering instead of you
needing to pay them.
Note that volunteers aren’t meant to replace paid employees but instead support them and the work
of your volunteer program. The chart below showcases a few categories of work and their average
wages using the North American Industry Classification Code System, or NAICS.
NAICS

55
561
61
624
71
813

TITLE

EXAMPLE ROLE

HOURLY WAGE*

Management of Companies & Enterprises

Board member
Committee chair

$27.88

Administrative & Support Services

Database management
Reception attendant

$19.15

Educational Services

After school program
Homework support

$19.20

Social Assistance

Friendly visitor
Meals on Wheels

$20.87

Arts, Entertainment & Recreation

Community recreation programs
Theatre/music groups

$17.28

Religious, Grant-making, Civic and
Professional & Similar Organization

General non-profit support
Fundraising

$23.29

*This is the average hourly wage in Ontario for 2016, excluding overtime, from CANSIM 281-0030 (Statistics Canada) – wages
include part-time contract staff and therefore may be skewed lower/hour

Using this Chart
Choose the NAICS that closely matches your
volunteer roles. To determine the return on
investment value, add up the hours for that role
in a year, and multiply that by the hourly wage.
Based on this amount, you can show the return
on investment of the volunteer role – how
much work and effort you put into engaging
this volunteer along with the work they do.
When you complete this activity with all of your
volunteer roles, you can show how much money
your organization has “saved” through working
with volunteers. It’s important that you consider
the impact this has on your organization (saving
money) along with your clients (x amount of
money invested in services for the community).
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___________________ (_____)
Role title			

NAICS

_________hours/year x
Total hours

$________/hour =
Hourly wage

$____________

Total yearly value
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Reporting
Value
Assessing impact
Using dollar amounts is a good way to give a
snapshot of your volunteer program’s impact on
the capacity of your organization, but it may not
give you an accurate picture of your volunteer
program’s impact overall. There are different
ways of measuring and reporting value that
can be useful to communicate impact to those
who may not be as familiar with your volunteer
program.
We’ll start with the basic numbers you can
track and report. This includes volunteers and
volunteer hours in specific streams and programs
– how much was contributed to governance? How
much to programs and services? How much to
administration? You can also get more specific
than this based on your needs.
# of volunteers total:
# of volunteer hours total:
CATEGORY

# OF VOLUNTEERS

# OF VOLUNTEER HOURS

Governance
Programs & Services
Administration
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Next steps
Next, you can get more specific and advanced data by looking at
what the volunteers do. Describe the services given or improvements
made (or suggested) by volunteers to showcase the value added. You
can go into detail about the duties of volunteers or groups of roles,
or you can provide specifics such as “number of clients served.”

# of clients served:
# of resources distributed:
# of meeting sheld:
DESCRIPTIONS

DATA/INFORMATION

Clients served in this program:
Client improvements
Clients served in this program:
Client improvements

Storytelling
Finally, you can use all of this data to tell a story of your volunteers
and volunteer program. Storytelling is an effective method to
communicate impact in a way that everyone can understand. Never
miss an opportunity to tell a story about a specific volunteer and the
impact they had, or a client’s interaction with a volunteer.

Example
Today, our volunteer worked with a client named Enta as part of the friendly visitor program. The
volunteer has met with Enta once a week for the last three months, and Enta says she is always
looking forward to the visits. The volunteer has been teaching Enta how to use her computer to
do research on her family, and in turn Enta is teaching the volunteer how to crochet hats for the
volunteer’s kids. The volunteer came back to our office after the session and excitedly reported that
Enta finally found details on her grandparents from Europe, and was so thankful to the volunteer and
our program for giving her this learning opportunity – and the new friend in the volunteer.
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Communicating Impact
Communicating the impact of your volunteer program is one of the best ways to help recognize
volunteers – and also let your organization and community know about the important work your program
accomplishes. Here are a few ways you can communicate impact.

Annual report/AGM
Your annual report is a great place to include and
highlight impact through numbers and stories.
During your annual general meeting, include
volunteer stories as part of the proceedings, such
as printing and posting pictures of volunteers
with their stories on the wall, or highlighting
specific targets that were met over the past year
in presentations.

Shared with volunteers
Your volunteers want to hear and know about the
impact they’re making. Whether specific triumphs
related to unique programs or broader impact and
successes throughout your organization, volunteers
can be informed through a newsletter, at meetings
or training sessions or even recognition events.

Occasional reporting
It may be worthwhile to keep an eye on the impact
your volunteer program is having throughout the
year. When you hear a great volunteer or client
story, keep track of it for later. As you’re measuring
and reporting metrics (such as volunteers and
volunteer hours), include some data on impact
and long-term outcomes.

Milestones
Client and volunteer milestones can help you
assess and explore impact – from volunteers
meeting motivations or having volunteered a
certain number of years to clients developing a skill
or improving an element of their lives. Milestones
like important anniversaries can also be celebrated
for your organization offering a great opportunity to
highlight the impact achieved so far.
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